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OUR VALUES

Proximity - Quality - Innovation - Professional ethics
Multidisciplinary approach and  expertise - We provide added value
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360º Solutions
At present, issues that companies have are complex, interconnected and 
global. Therefore, they need co-ordinated services which, with a 360º-degree 
vision, offer solutions with tangible added value.

Auren has always been committed to a multidisciplinary approach, and is 
therefore one of the few firms on the market capable of offering a 360º solutions.

The partners that Auren chooses for co-ordinating these services have the 
holistic vision needed in order to keep a line of permanent direct dialogue 
open with each client, and to propose case-by-case solutions through the 
most suitable teams of professionals.



Professionals involved

• Financial advisors

• Tax advisors

• Legal advisors

• Human resource management consultants

• M&A-specialists
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M&A-transactions, i.e. company acquisitions or disposals typically are a challenging 
situation for both the seller and buyer. Often times, the seller transfers his or her lifetime 
achievement and the buyer has to reach a satisfactory level of information within a short 
period of time in order to take a solid decision. In general, a company transaction involves 
all areas of that company, making a multidisciplinary team inevitable to work on this 
together. 

Integrated Deal Advisory  (IDeA) Services offer a structured, holistic concept with a 
transaction project supporting an investor or seller of a Company alongside the whole 
process, delivered by one in-house team with a seamless project flow. This mean s one-
stop-sourcing within the transaction project increasing speed and safety in the transaction 
project. 

IDeA integrates the typically involved sub-services of M&A, tax & legal advisory, Due 
Diligences, valuation, transaction accounting and post-merger integration performed 
by our professionals, technically experienced and internationally versed, cooperating 
frictionless and sharing knowledge with each other, as deemed necessary. All related 
transaction activities are steered through an integrated project management 
coordinating all activities, providing status updates within the transaction team, which 
may also include external parties, such as financial auditors or financial institutions.



M&A
Transferring an enterprise is usually a long-term project, of at least several months 
with the necessity of an appropriate preparation before negotiations with the 
other party may commence and finally the deal is successfully closed. 

Auren supports you in focused preparation, with particular activities such as:

Sell-side:

• Making the target ready for an offering

• Assess the company’s value and thus potential sales price

• Search and identify potential acquirers 

Buy-side:

• Search and identify potential targets based on  a strategic profile

• Entering discussions with potential seller

• Assess the target’s value and thus potential purchase price

Tax & Legal
Usually, tax matters are significant to a company transaction. This may be either 
sell-side to minimize tax-burden and becoming aware of the net proceeds from 
a disposal or buy-side to understand more about the tax-related risks of the 
acquisition or during the subsequent operations, stand-alone or within a group 
structure. 

In addition, the transaction may carry significant legal risks. On the sell-side, e.g. 
this refers to the safe receipt of the sales proceeds or potential liability claims 
brought by the successor. Buy-side, it is related to the opposite view, i.e. receiving 
control over the shares and being protected against potential subsequent 
economic surprises. 
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Auren accompanies you on either side to make you aware of tax & legal risks 
and to present solutions to manage them.  Accordingly, as deemed necessary 
we propose appropriate transaction structures, legal structures and advise on the 
Sales and Purchase Agreement (SPA) by drafting or reviewing. Such activities will 
usually be performed out of the same tax & legal team who also take care for 
the tax & legal Due Diligence procedures in order to increase speed and quality. 
On the basis of such combined activities, consequences on the purchase price 
with an appropriate purchase price mechanism can be derived and directly 
addressed within negotiations and the SPA. 

Feel comfortable in receiving support in these steps:

• Becoming aware of tax & legal related transaction risks and consequences

• Avoiding such tax & legal risks or their consequences 

• Proposing an appropriate transaction structure

• Proposing the purchase price mechanism (e.g. locked-box, earn-out)

• Drafting the SPA with its appendices

Due Diligence
When an investor is intending to acquire a company, the lack of information 
and thereby the uncertainty regarding the target needs to be reduced in a short 
period of time. The target is to be analysed for existing risks to provide a reliable 
decision-basis for an investor. 

Auren supports you in Due Diligences of different areas, particularly such as 

• Financial 

• Tax

• Legal 

• Labor



Differentiating 
value
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In the sell-case the company’s data need to be presented appropriately by way of a 
teaser, information memorandum or a vendor due diligence report. Compiling such 
reports is an integral part of work here. Also, large data needs to be shared with the 
potential buyer, which is done in a virtual dataroom. We support you in preparing 
information for the dataroom, posting it and managing the dataroom throughout 
the process. Such management will not only include organizing the structure, but also 
managing the Q&A, i.e. receiving queries by the potential acquirer, organizing responses 
to them and making them accessible to the other party. 

Valuation
One of the challenges in a company transaction is indeed finding the purchase price. In 
order not to overload the process with avoidable uncertainty on the purchase price, it is 
important gaining knowledge of a fair range of the company’s value. 

Certainly, the final price also reflects individual circumstances, such as strategy, 
knowhow or subjective synergies. Independent from that however, it is crucial to get an 

understanding of the unbiased enterprise value according to generally 
accepted valuation principles, be it by the DCF-method or the more 
simple, but still broadly applied in transaction cases, the multiple method. 

In addition, ways need to be identified to address future cashflow-
uncertainties, which otherwise may be subject to disputes between seller 
and buyer. 

Further on, subsequent to a succeeded transaction for purposes of financial 
statement consolidation, the buyer has to allocate the compensation paid 
for the shares of the company to the actual assets and liabilities received. 
Such a purchase price allocation (PPA) is mainly made up by the valuation 
of intangible assets (e.g. trademark, customer relationships or technology) 
according to professional valuation standards. Further common price 
allocation elements relate to hidden reserves within property, plant & 
equipment or inventory. As a result, GW is determined 
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Auren supports you  in the various valuation-related aspects, such as:

• Enterprise valuation

• Managing future cashflow-uncertainties in a transaction

• Purchase price allocation (PPA)

• Valuation of individual intangible assets

Transaction accounting
By means of the consolidated financial statements companies inform shareholders 
and debt holders about their development, current situation and outlook. As 
part of this financial reporting, the company also has to inform about impacts 
of an acquisition or divestment during the reporting period. Under international 
accounting standards, this is regulated by the standard IFRS 3. 

Depending on the type of financing of the transaction, typically in a capital 
market environment, further reporting standards to provide financial information 
may apply for both the buyer and the seller. E.g. this may refer to providing pro-
forma financial information or carve-out financial statements. 

Besides, for the purpose of first-time consolidation and as closing condition per SPA, 
closing accounts for the acquired company as of the transaction date typically 
need to be prepared. 

Auren provides assistance for particular financial information as part of a company 
transaction, such as:

• Pro-forma financial information

• Combined/Carve-out financial statements

• Closing accounts

• GAAP conversion

• Consolidated financial statements 

Post-Merger Integration
After an M&A transaction has been concluded successfully, the investors and the 
acquired company face different challenges in incorporating the acquisition, e.g. 
the HR-integration, IT- and financial integration.

As far as the financial integration is concerned, the reporting of the acquired 
company needs to be suited and adjusted to the Group’s requirements, in terms 
of reporting structure and GAAP. This means that possibly not only a new reporting 
format has to be implemented but also different accounting standards have to be 
adopted within a GAAP conversion. On the other hand, the group may face new 
or changed requirements for consolidation. 

Within the HR-integration, new employees need to be transferred into the new 
Company structure and culture. Also labor contracts are to be reviewed and 
potential changes, particularly in light of § 613a BGB to be validated. One of the 
key areas to be integrated and challenged is obviously the salary and payroll 
processing system as well as any works council agreements.

Auren assists you in these integration tasks. You can rely on our many years of 
experience as advisors of SME-enterprises, as well as our advisors’ experience in 
listed corporations, which – combined – give you the best results. 
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EUROPE: Andorra , Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, 
Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Malta, Montenegro, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, 
Serbia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, The Netherlands, Ukraine, United Kingdom.

AMERICA: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, 
Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, USA, Venezuela.

MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA: Algeria, Angola, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon, Mauricio, Morocco, 
Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Tunisia, Turkey, UAE, Uganda.

ASIA-PACIFIC: Australia, Bangladesh, China,  India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, Pakistan, Singapore, 
South Korea, Thailand, Vietnam.

ASSOCIATES

Berlin
Wallstrasse 58/59
10179 Berlin
+49 30 4849267-0
info@ber-auren.de

Frankfurt
Lurgiallee 14
60439 Frankfurt a. M.
+49 69 905096-0
info@fra-auren.de

Garmisch-Partenkirchen
Bahnhofstrasse 35
82467 Garmisch-Partenkirchen
+49 8821 9820-0
info@gap-auren.de

Leipzig
Karl-Liebknecht-Straße 14
04107 Leipzig
+49 341 14934-0
info@lpz-auren.de

Leonberg
Römerstrasse 75
71229 Leonberg
+49 7152 9214-0
info@leo-auren.de

München
Haidelweg 48
81241 München
+49 89 829902-0
linfo@muc-auren.de

Rottenburg
Wilhelm-Maybach-Strasse 11
72108 Rottenburg a. N.
+49 7472 9845-0
info@rtg-auren.de

Stuttgart
Rotebühlplatz 23
70178 Stuttgart
+49 711 997868-0
info@str-auren.de

Waldshut-Tiengen
Untere Haspelstrasse 30
79761 Waldshut-Tiengen
+49 7751 8740-0
info@wt-auren.de


